Federal Acquisition Regulation

49.303–5

49.303 Procedure after discontinuing
vouchers.
49.303–1 Submission of settlement proposal.
The contractor shall submit a final
settlement
proposal
covering
unvouchered costs and any proposed
fee to the TCO within 1 year from the
effective date of termination, unless
the period is extended by the TCO. The
contractor shall use the form prescribed in 49.602–1, unless the TCO authorizes otherwise. The proposal shall
not include costs that have been—
(a) Finally disallowed by the contracting officer; or
(b) Previously vouchered and formally questioned by the Government
but not yet decided as to allowability.
49.303–2 Submission of inventory disposal schedules.
Subject to the terms of the termination clause, and whenever termination inventory is involved, the contractor shall submit complete inventory disposal schedules to the TCO reflecting inventory that is allocable to
the terminated portion of the contract.
The inventory disposal schedules shall
be submitted within 120 days from the
effective date of termination unless
otherwise extended by the TCO based
on a written justification to support
the extension. The inventory disposal
schedules shall be prepared on Standard Form 1428, Inventory Disposal
Schedule.
[69 FR 17748, Apr. 5, 2004]

49.303–3

Audit of settlement proposal.

The TCO shall submit the settlement
proposal to the appropriate audit agency for review (see 49.107). However, if
the settlement proposal is limited to
an adjustment of fee, no referral to the
audit agency is required.
[48 FR 42447, Sept. 19, 1983. Redesignated at
61 FR 39221, July 26, 1996]
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49.303–4

Adjustment of indirect costs.

(a) If the contract contains the
clause at 52.216–7, Allowable Cost and
Payment, and it appears that adjustment of indirect costs will unduly
delay final settlement, the TCO, after

obtaining information from the appropriate audit agency, may agree with
the contractor to—
(1) Negotiate the amount of indirect
costs for the contract period for which
final indirect cost rates have not been
negotiated, or to use billing rates as
final rates for this period if the billing
rates appear reasonable; or
(2) Reserve any indirect cost adjustment in the final settlement agreement, pending establishment of negotiated rates under subpart 42.7.
(b) When an amount of indirect cost
is negotiated under subparagraph (a)(1)
above, the contractor shall eliminate
the indirect cost and the related direct
costs on which it was based from the
total pool and base used to compute indirect costs for other contracts performed during the applicable accounting period.
[48 FR 42447, Sept. 19, 1983. Redesignated at
61 FR 39221, July 26, 1996]

49.303–5

Final settlement.

(a) The TCO shall proceed with the
settlement and execution of a settlement agreement upon receipt of the
audit report, if applicable, and the contract audit closing statement covering
vouchered costs.
(b) The TCO shall adjust the fee as
provided in 49.305.
(c) The final settlement agreement
may include all demands of the Government and proposals of the contractor under the terminated contract.
However, no amount shall be allowed
for any item of cost disallowed by the
Government, nor for any other item of
cost of the same nature.
(d) If an overall settlement of costs is
agreed upon, agreement on each element of cost is not necessary. If appropriate, differences may be compromised and doubtful questions settled by agreement. An overall settlement shall not include costs that are
clearly not allowable under the terms
of the contract.
[48 FR 42447, Sept. 19, 1983. Redesignated at
61 FR 39221, July 26, 1996]
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